MuiJin s has treated a two·dim e nsional mode l of grain boundary motion in whi ch each point on the boundary mov es toward its ce nte r of curvature with a s peed proporti o nal to its c urvature. F or bound· aries whi c h preserve s hape und e r uniform magnifi ca tion , a n integr al representa tion of th e bo und ary s hap e is found . We th e n obtain se ve ral analytic res ults from approximate e valuation s of th e integral.
The motion of an idealized grain boundary in two dimensions has been treated by Mullins [1] . 1 In this model, a given point on the grain boundary moves towards its center of curvature with a speed that is proportional to the c urvature. Recently Sun and Bauer [2] have extended the Mullins treatment by numeri· cally solving the differential equation for the boundary shape for th e case of boundaries whi ch are invariant under magnification. They have used the results to measure grain b oundary mobilities [3] .
The shape of a boundary which is invariant und e r magnification is given by
where rand 0 are polar coordinates and t is the time.
, where e is a separation constant and R (0) satisfies the nonlinear differential equation
Here, the sub script 0 denotes differentiation with respect to 0 and k = Mer where M is a mobility and er is the boundary free energy.
The purpose of this note is to obtain some analytic results for R (0); in particular, the solution of eq (2) can be reduce d to a single quadrature. Following standard techniques [4] , we find 
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wh ere O(Ro) = 00 and C 1 is an integration co nstant. Sun and Baue r consid er that a free s urface acts as a mirror plan e; thus for a free surface along the ray o = 00 we take as an additional boundary condition R o = ° at Ro. Introducin g th e change of variable 
=1(b/R1,)(W-Rl,)I « I(and b ""-1), we have (1+'Y})
and integration of cq (4) gives
When b » 1, the only contribution to the integrand occurs for ' Y} near zero. We can than approximate the integrand by {exp (b'Y}) -l} -1/2. Upon integration and rearrangement, we obtain
We see that /J -/Jo = 1T/2b when R is infinite. Thus , eq (6) gives the shape of a grain boundary which makes a very small angle with a free surface.
Finally , for R infinite, we obtain an approximate analytic formula for /J( oo ) -/Jo as a fun ction of b. We rewrite the integrand of eq (4) in the form 
where
term is small compared to the leading term. Thus , eq (7) provides an analytic representation of the numerical results for b as a function of /J( (0) -/Jo, which are given in figure 2 of reference [2] . It is perhaps surprising that eq (7) is a good approximation for all values of b, since it is based on an expansion in powers of (b'Y}). However, when b'Y} is not small, the integrand is very small due to the exponential term and makes a negligible contribution to the integral. For b < < 1, eq (7 
